Experience unparalleled, facilitated access to health care and advice from world-renowned Penn Medicine.

ANYTIME. ANYWHERE.
As a Penn Passport member, you will have access to the Penn Passport Medical Team 24/7. This team will serve as your trusted advisor regardless of your location. Penn Medicine leverages a global network of world-class health care facilities and physicians and also collaborates with the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia for pediatric care. Penn Passport members receive guidance, advice and access to the best care possible.
Accessing and navigating health care can be challenging — especially when faced with a serious medical issue. Penn Passport provides the answers you need when you need them, as well as advice and insight to help ensure your good health and well-being every day.
YOUR TRUSTED HEALTH ADVISOR AND FACILITATOR.
Members get personalized attention and coordination of care at all Penn Medicine facilities and associated global partners. In addition, a Penn Passport Medical Director can serve as your dedicated primary care physician or as a health advisor who facilitates an annual health review and supports your care in coordination with you and your physicians.

SECOND OPINIONS CAN LEAD TO SECOND CHANCES.
Nearly 40% of people will be diagnosed with cancer in their lifetime. When you have a serious health condition, need surgery or are considering a new treatment, it’s smart to get a second opinion from an expert. Penn Passport members can access a team of experts to discuss a diagnosis and treatment options.

GENETIC SCREENING HELPS YOU TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR HEALTH.
Penn Medicine’s Proactive Genetic Screening is available at a reduced rate for Penn Passport members. The screening provides the latest evidenced-based information to assess your risk of many types of diseases and provides a guide to preventative care. This analysis also includes evaluation of genetic factors that impact response to certain medications. Counselors meet with you to review results, recommend prevention strategies and discuss health care considerations that can be important for you and your family.

YOUR GUIDING HAND WHILE TRAVELING.
Imagine you are far away from home and you become injured or ill. With Penn Passport, you have a trusted advisor who knows your unique health background and will help you navigate options and access the care you need. Penn Passport membership also provides 24/7 aeromedical evacuation to the hospital of your choice if necessary.

ACCESS IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND.
Most Penn Passport services are available on your mobile device via myPennMedicine, a patient portal which gives you access to your health information and medical team, anywhere in the world. Video consultation and 24/7 urgent care resources are also available.
ACCESS

- 24/7 access to your Penn Passport Medical Team — a group of dedicated, experienced faculty physicians, nurses and support staff who monitor your care, address urgent care needs and attend to matters of screening, wellness and disease prevention leveraging Penn Medicine resources and the services of On Call International.

- Facilitated access to Penn faculty physicians and resources at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, as well as to global collaborators and a network of resources.

HEALTH SERVICES AND ADVICE

- Comprehensive health evaluation, including fitness and nutrition with specialized offerings for men’s and women’s care at Penn Medicine or a collaborating institution. Included in your first year of membership.

- Annual, in-depth health consultation in person or via phone with the Penn Passport Medical Team, organized around your particular health needs and issues.

SECOND OPINIONS

- Specialist second opinions to discuss a concern or diagnosis and to clarify your options. Ongoing professional advice to guide care at Penn Medicine or wherever you may be receiving care.

TRAVEL SERVICES

- Travel planning support and information on destination health care services.

- Aeromedical evacuation to your hospital of choice if you become hospitalized while traveling.

- Facilitated assistance when traveling and access to the Penn Travel Medicine Team for consultation and immunization.
CONCIERGE AND AMENITY SERVICES AT PENN MEDICINE

- Concierge services when getting care at Penn Medicine, including a dedicated liaison and free parking.

- Special amenities and dedicated services that include on-demand catering when admitted at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania.

EXCLUSIVE DISCOUNTS

- Members receive exclusive discounts on other Penn Passport services, including access to a Dedicated Primary Care physician, Executive Health Evaluations and Proactive Genetic Screening.
Penn Medicine is part of the world-renowned University of Pennsylvania and is based in Philadelphia, less than two hours from New York City and Washington, D.C. Penn Medicine is comprised of the Perelman School of Medicine and the University of Pennsylvania Health System, which represent one of the world’s leading academic health systems. Penn Medicine is known for delivering state-of-the-art care and discovering new treatments and cures that drive innovation in medicine.

- The University of Pennsylvania was ranked among the top five most innovative universities in the world by Reuters in 2018.

- Penn Medicine’s Perelman School of Medicine was the first medical school in the United States and is consistently ranked by *U.S. News & World Report* as one of the top five medical schools.

- Penn Medicine is home to the first hospital in the United States and is ranked among the top in the United States by *U.S. News & World Report*, achieving Honor Roll status and top rankings in 11 clinical specialties for the Hospitals of the University of Pennsylvania-Penn Presbyterian.

- Penn Medicine has more than 40,000 employees delivering care in some of the most advanced, patient-focused facilities available and has one of the largest research enterprises in the United States. A new 500-bed and 50-operating room expansion at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania will open in 2020.
When diagnosed with cancer, the advice and care you receive matters. Penn Medicine is a world leader in cancer, and the Penn Passport Medical Team can ensure access to the best available information, options and care.

- **Advanced radiation therapies**: Proton therapy is the most precise form of radiation therapy. The Roberts Proton Therapy Center at Penn Medicine is the largest and most advanced facility in the world.

- **Lifesaving Immunotherapies**: Penn Medicine is leading the ImmunoRevolution. CAR-T cell therapy, a form of immunotherapy, was first developed by Penn Medicine and was the first gene therapy to be approved by the Federal Drug Administration in the United States.

- **Leading research in BRCA-related cancers**: The Basser Center for BRCA at Penn Medicine’s Abramson Cancer Center is devoted to advancing research and care for people affected by BRCA gene mutations.

- **One of the largest clinical trial programs in the United States**: Penn Medicine has more than 200 treatment trials available at any one time in various therapeutic and disease areas of cancer.

---

Penn Medicine’s Abramson Cancer Center has been continuously designated an exceptional Comprehensive Cancer Center by the National Cancer Institute since 1973.
Penn Medicine has extensive connections and resources that, combined with our global collaborators, can assist in coordination of your health care with the Penn Passport Medical Team.

**CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL OF PHILADELPHIA (CHOP)**
**PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, USA**
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP), one of the world’s leading children’s hospitals and whose physicians are all Penn faculty, has one of the largest global patient programs for pediatric care with an extensive network of resources.

**ROYAL BROMPTON & HAREFIELD HOSPITALS SPECIALIST CARE**
**LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM**
Penn Medicine has an office in London’s Harley Street Medical Area at 17 Cavendish Square and collaborates with Royal Brompton & Harefield Hospitals Specialist Care at 77 Wimpole Street to facilitate care and access to resources.

**CENTRE HOSPITALIER PRINCESSE GRACE**
**MONTE CARLO, MONACO**
For access to the best resources available in Monaco, Penn Medicine has a collaboration with the Centre Hospitalier Princesse Grace.
TO INQUIRE ABOUT PENN PASSPORT:

CALL +1-215-615-2055

EMAIL pennpassport@pennmedicine.upenn.edu